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Abstract 

Petroleum fuel derived engines have been powering the automobiles for about two centuries with sufficiently good 

thermal efficiency and fuel economy. However, such vehicles have become the prime sources of air pollution. In this 

regard, battery/electric motor/ fuel cell driven vehicles are emerging. All automotive vehicles have a drivetrain. The 

main function of the drivetrain is to transfer the power developed in the engine to the driving wheels. Of late hybrid 

vehicles are being explored as alternate to conventional vehicles. This paper discusses simulation and modeling of the 

drivetrain of typical hybrid vehicle. Drivetrain of the vehicle is composed of two major components: front driveline and 

rear driveline. Front driveline is composed of seven major components: internal combustion engine, clutch, front 

gearbox, automatic transmission, front axle, front brake and front wheels. Rear driveline is composed of five major 

components: Motor, rear gearbox, rear axle, rear brake, rear wheels. An attempt is made to predict tractive force of 

front and rear wheels, of a generalize hybrid vehicle, for a set of input parameters such as torque of ISA (Integrated 

Starter Alternator), torque of ICE (Internal Combustion Engine), torque of torque convertor, torque of electric motor, 

torque of rear gearbox, velocity of the vehicle, distance travelled by the vehicle. For these purpose modelling is done in 

MATLAB/Simulink. The driveline components are represented as interconnected blocks in MATLAB/Simulink that are 

communicating physical signals between each other. The simulation results, based on real scenarios, prove the ability of 

the proposed control system with smooth transition between them. 
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I. Introduction 

Conventional internal combustion engines (ICE) have been in existence for over 200 yearsthe vehicles. The 

demand ofvehicles for personal transportation has increased drastically with the increase of the world 

population in the past decade. The demand of oil is increased significantly. 

Another problem associated is the emissions and air pollution with the increase of personal vehicles. The 

global warming is a serious issue. The environmental problems are increasing due to which more countries are 

paying attention to environmental issues, leading to the aggressive development of new-generation 

transportation with characteristics of energy saving and low pollution.  

Government agencies and organizations have developed more rigorous standards for the fuel consumption and 

emissions. The ICE technology is matured over the past 200 years, and it will continue to improve with the 

help of automotive electronic technology, it depends upon alternative evolution approaches to improve the 

fuel economy and reduce emissions. 

Battery-powered electric vehicles were one of the solutions proposed to tackle the energy crisis and global 

warming. However, the high initial cost, short driving range, long charging (refueling) time, and reduced 

passenger and cargo space have proved the limitation of battery-powered EVs. 

The HEV is developed to decrease the disadvantages of both pure battery-powered electric vehicle and ICE 

vehicles. The benefits they convey involve four main aspects, environmental (e.g. less energy spent), financial 

(e.g. lower running costs), operational (e.g. driving comfort) and company status (associated with the business 

image contributing to enhance its reputation) [1] [2]. 
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The EM increases fuel economy and the ICE provides an extended driving range to the vehicle. For propelling 

the vehicles, only 15-20 % of the consumed energy is utilized in a conventional ICE vehicle. Many HEV 

papers reported that fuel economy of the vehicles is improved from 20% to 40% [3]. 

Although HEVs possess many advantages, they also have certain limitations. The main concerns include 

increased cost due to the introduction of motors, energy storage system, and power converters; reliability and 

warranty related issues due to the lack of electrician in the car shops; safety concerns due to the introduction 

of high voltage in the vehicle system; and electromagnetic interference caused by high-frequency high-current 

switching in the electric powertrain system. 

Although electric vehicles (EVs) have the advantages of quiet operation, high energy efficiency and zero 

emissions their process of commercialization has been hindered due to some limitations, such as the short 

driving range, the time-consuming recharge, the lack of charging infrastructure and the high initial cost [4]. 

Rather than simply an intervening solution, the hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) form an individual family of 

EVs and show strong competence in the auto market. The HEVs are propelled by an internal combustion 

engine (ICE) and electric machine to ensure the ICE operating in its efficient mode. Hence, HEVs have even 

longer driving range than ICE vehicles. By refueling the gasoline from the existing gas station, the HEVs are 

well accepted by general public’s [5]. 

Design and control of powertrain involves simulation and modelling of power management strategies and 

intelligent control algorithms, which aim to optimize the operating parameters to any given driving condition 

[6]. 

Generally, the HEVs are classified into four types: the series hybrid vehicles, parallel hybrid vehicles, series-

parallel hybrid vehicles, and complex hybrid vehicles, based on the powertrain arrangement [7]. 

In series HEV, using a generator, the ICE mechanical output is first converted to electricity. Electric motor 

converts electricity by the process of bypassing or charging the battery for propelling the wheels. During 

braking, this electric motor is also used to capture the energy. On the other hand, a parallel HEV has both an 

electric motor and the ICE coupled to the final drive shaft of the wheels via clutches. This configuration 

allows the electric motor and the ICE to deliver power to drive the wheels in motor alone, or ICE alone, or 

combined mode modes. The electric motor which is used for regenerative braking can also be used for 

capturing the excess energy of the ICE during coasting [8]. Recently, series-parallel and complex HEV have 

been refined to increase the fuel economy and the power performance of the vehicle [9]. Recently, the HEVs 

has also been categorized in another way, namely the full hybrid, mild hybrid and micro hybrid based on the 

power level and the operating features of HEVs [6] [10]. The power network is one of their key technologies 

for all kinds of HEVs which governs their operations and performances. 

All automotive vehicles have a drivetrain. The main function of the drivetrain is to transfer the power 

developed in the engine to the driving wheels.The turning force (torque) is carried by the drivetrain and its 

drive axles from the engine’s crankshaft to the drive wheels. Of late hybrid vehicles are being explored as 

alternate to conventional vehicles. 

This paper discusses simulation and modeling of the drivetrain of typical hybrid vehicle. Drivetrain of the 

vehicle is composed of two major components: front driveline and rear driveline. Front driveline is composed 

of seven major components: internal combustion engine, clutch, front gearbox, automatic transmission, front 

axle, front brake and front wheels. Rear driveline is composed of five major components: Motor, rear gearbox, 

rear axle, rear brake, rear wheels. An attempt is made to predict tractive force of front and rear wheels, of a 

generalize hybrid vehicle, for a set of input parameters such as torque of ISA (Integrated Starter Alternator), 

torque of ICE (Internal Combustion Engine), torque of torque convertor, torque of electric machine, torque of 

rear gearbox, velocity of the vehicle, distance travelled by the vehicle. For these purpose modelling is done in 

MATLAB/Simulink. The driveline components are represented as interconnected blocks in 

MATLAB/Simulink that are communicating physical signals between each other. 
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II. Simulation and Modelling of Driveline 

2.1 Driveline Model: 

The driveline dynamic model is shown in Figure 2.1. List of the nomenclature is already mentioned. Inertias, 

which are required, are involved in the model. The inertias of the small components like wheels, brake 

assemblies and axles do not affect the dynamics of the system. So, for simplicity, inertias of these components 

can be ignored. For simplification of the driveline model, unnecessary spring effect and damping effects in the 

rear gearbox and transmission are eliminated. These dynamic effects can’t change the accuracy of the model. 

The referenced publications represent the equations developed by the authors [11] [12]. 

 

Figure 2.1: Simplified arrangement of the Driveline Dynamic Model 

 

a. Dynamic Equations of the Front Driveline 

Since the ISA and ICE is rigidly connected to each other. So, they can be treated as one lumped inertia which 

is combination of JICE+JISAand accelerated at the same rate as that of acceleration of the ICE (𝜔 𝐼𝐶𝐸). The front 

driveline is divided by the torque converter into two parts. The first consists of the dynamic behavior of 

components from the ICE and ISA to the pump side of the torque converter. This relationship is as follows: 

 𝐽𝐼𝐶𝐸 + 𝐽𝐼𝑆𝐴 (𝜔 𝐼𝐶𝐸) = TICE + TISA – bICE×ωICE – TP    (1) 

The combined inertias of the ICE and ISA (JICE+JISA) have the same rotational speed that of rotational speed 

of the ICE (ωICE). This inertial force  𝐽𝐼𝐶𝐸 + 𝐽𝐼𝑆𝐴 (𝜔 𝐼𝐶𝐸)  is equivalent to the ICE torque i.e. TICE and ISA 

torque i.e. TISA, the damping effect of the ICE i.e. bICE×ωICE, and the torque of the pump side of the torque 

converter i.e. TP. The gear ratio (G) changes the torque from the transmission, which depends on the current 

gear. The spring of the front axles i.e. kF and damping of the front axles i.e. bF is introduced for dynamic 

effects. These quantities function the angular position (θTR) and transmission rotational speed (ωTR). Vehicle 

speed (vVEH) and position (xVEH) are manipulated with the help of the wheel radius. Note that the dynamic 

effects of the front brakes can be disregarded, and are only considered as a torque (TB_F). This torque (TB_F) is 

zero until the driver commands to stop the vehicle. When this occurs, equation obtained is following: 

𝐽𝑇𝑅 ∗ 𝜔 𝑇𝑅  = 
𝑇𝑇

𝐺
 - kF 𝜃𝑇𝑅 −  

𝑥𝑉𝐸𝐻

𝑟𝐹
  –bF 𝜔𝑇𝑅 −

𝑣𝑉𝐸𝐻

𝑟𝐹
 - TB_F  (2) 

The equation (2) is derived if the torque converter is not locked. When the torque converter is locked, the fluid 

coupler becomes a rigid link connecting the ICE and ISA inertia directly to the inertia of the automatic 

transmission through the gears. This means that the torque on pump side and turbine side are equal (TTC). 
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However, when the locking of torque converter occurs, the dynamic equations for the driveline have not been 

developed. This concludes that the dynamic equations for the front (conventional) driveline is developed. 

One of the simplest way to analyze dynamic equations (derived) is with Simulink modelling software.An 

input is introduced and the analysis of response of the system is done. The Simulink model developed, is 

slightly different from the vehicle model, which is done for programming convenience. 

This model operates on command from the driver to give an initial torque. β is brake pedal position. The value 

of β is either 0 or 1. 1 represents that brakes are fully engaged but 0 represents that the brakes is disengaged.This 

required torque behave an input to the actuator. An output torque and a feedback speed is obtained from the 

converted input from the actuator. The output torque works as an input for the next component of the 

driveline. Finally, the torque is transferred to wheels and driver get the vehicle speed as feedback. The front 

driveline model is shown in Figure 2.2, which gives the tractive force of the front wheels with the variation of 

TICE, TISA, TP. 

 

Figure 2.2: Front Driveline Model 

 

b. Dynamic Equations of Rear Driveline 

 The rear driveline is not complex as that of the front driveline because there is no torque converter. 

The rotational inertia of the EM (𝐽𝐸𝑀 ∗ 𝜔 𝐸𝑀)  is excited by the damping of the EM (bEM) and the torque of the 

EM (TEM). The spring (kR) and damping (bR) are introduced by the rear axles for dynamic effects. The ratio of 

the gearbox (τGB) manipulate the angular speed (ωEM) and angular position (θEM) of the EM. The dynamic 

effect of the rear brakes is ignored. The dynamic effect of rear brakes is represented by TB_R. This torque 

(TB_R) is zero until the driver commands. If the brakes are being applied, then the equation obtained is 

following: 

 

𝐽𝐸𝑀 ∗ 𝜔𝐸𝑀 = 𝑇𝐸𝑀 − 𝑏𝐸𝑀 ∗ 𝜔𝐸𝑀 − 𝜏𝐺𝐵  𝑘𝑅  𝜃𝐸𝑀𝜏𝐺𝐵 −
𝑥𝑉𝐸𝐻

𝑟𝑅
 + 𝑏𝑅  𝜔𝐸𝑀𝜏𝐺𝐵 −

𝑣𝑉𝐸𝐻

𝑟𝑅
  − 𝑇𝐵_𝑅  (3) 

 

The rear driveline model is shown in Figure 2.3, which gives the tractive force of the rear wheels of the 

vehicle with the variation of TEM. 
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Figure 2.3: Rear Driveline Model 

 

III. Result and Discussion 

In the present work, modelling of the driveline of the chosen vehicle configuration is done in 

MATLAB/Simulink. Emphasis is given on the observation of the tractive force of the wheels with change 

parameters related to front and rear driveline.  

Figure 3.1 shows that the variation of tractive force of the front wheels with the velocity. It can be noticed that 

there is anapproximatelydecreasing linear variationof the tractive force with velocity. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Variation of the Tractive Force of the Front Wheels withVelocity 

 

Figure 3.2 shows that the variation of tractive force of the rear wheels of the vehicle with the velocity. It can 

be noticed that there is linear decrement in the tractive force with increasing velocity. 
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Figure 3.2: The variation of tractive force of the rear wheels with the velocity. 

When the vehicle moves on the road, the air drag acting on the vehicle increase. The air want to go below the 

vehicle which decreases the contact between ground and tires. As the contact between ground and tires 

decreases friction decrease.If there will no contact with ground and tires, the tires will rotate in the air not on 

the ground, this make vehicle slower.To prevent this, nowadays large spoilers are attached to vehicles to 

increase the down pressure which maintain traction and vehicle will again start to move faster. 

 

CONCLUSION 

This paper consists of many stages, which are successfully completed. Subsystems of drivetrain are modeled 

which are separated by blocks. Each block is created in MATLAB/Simulink program.It is difficult and 

imprecise to analysis the detailed modeling of the subsystem dynamics because of complex model and 

difficulties in acquiring some parameters. The subsystems which are modelled, are nonlinear. The developed 

powertrain model gives the strong non-linear behavior, which decelerates simulation mainly at the 

beginning.All the parameters are chosen from Toyota Prius, which is documented in a report published by US 

Department of Energy. The relationships and principles are very important for understandingthe user interface 

of every block during the simulation, otherwise it is difficult to understand the simulation results. Results are 

very satisfactory in terms showing how tractive force of the vehicle, can be varied, is the achievement in 

theproposed model. 
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Table: List of Nomenclature 

Abbreviation Description 

HEV Hybrid Electric Vehicle 

ICE Internal Combustion Engine 

EM Electric Machine 

ISA Integrated Starter Alternator 

JICE Inertia of the ICE 

JISA Inertia of the ISA 

JTR Inertia of the Automatic Transmission 

JEM Inertia of the Electric Motor 

TICE Torque of the ICE 

TISA Torque of the ISA 

TP Torque on Pump Side of Torque Converter 

TT Torque on Turbine Side of Torque Converter 

TF, TX1 Torque of Front Axle 

TB_F Torque of Front Brakes 

TEM Torque of the Electric Motor 

TR, TRAxle Torque of Rear Axles 

TB_R, TRbrakes Torque of Rear Brakes 

TC Torque of the Clutch 

TC@T Torque at Manual Transmission 

TRGB Torque of Rear Gearbox 

Twheel Torque of Wheel on Dynamometer 

Jf JICE + JISA 

𝜔𝐼𝐶𝐸  Angular Acceleration of the ICE 

𝜔𝑇𝑅  
Angular Acceleration of the Automatic 

Transmission 

𝜔𝐸𝑀  Angular Acceleration of the Electric Motor 

ωICE Rotational Speed of the ICE 

ωTR, ωt Rotational Speed of the Automatic Transmission 

ωF Rotational Speed of Front Axle 

ωEM Rotational Speed of the Electric Motor 
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 ωR Rotational Speed of the Rear Axle 

ωC Rotational Speed of the Clutch 

ωRGB Rotational Speed of Rear Gearbox 

ωRbrakes Rotational Speed of Rear Brakes 

ωRwheel Rotational Speed of Rear Wheel 

ωwheel Rotational Speed of Wheel on Dynamometer 

bICE Damping of the ICE 

bF, bX1 Damping of Front Axle 

bEM Damping of the Electric Motor 

bR, bRaxle Damping of Rear Axle 

bC Damping of Clutch 

kF, kX1 Spring Constant of Front Axle 

kR, kRaxle Spring Constant of Rear Axle 

kC Spring Constant of Clutch 

G Automatic Transmission Gear Ratio 

τGB Gear Ratio of Rear Gearbox 

rF Radius of Front Wheels 

rR Radius of Rear Wheels 

vVEH,, vf Velocity of the Vehicle 

Ff Tractive Force of Front Wheel 

Fr Tractive Force of Rear Wheel 

θTR, θt Angular Position of Automatic Transmission 

θEM Angular Position of the Electric Motor 

θICE Angular Position of the ICE 

θF Angular Position of Front Axle 

θC Angular Position of the Clutch 

θRGB Angular Position of Rear Gearbox 

θRbrakes Angular Position of Rear Brakes 

θRwheel Angular Position of Rear Wheel 

xVEH, xf Distance Traveled by Vehicle 

𝑥 ̈𝑉𝐸𝐻  Acceleration of the Vehicle 

g Acceleration due to Gravity 

α Accelerator Position/Command 

β Brake Pedal Position/Command 

γ Clutch Command 

t Time 


